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Bias effects on magnitude and ratio estimation
power function exponents

ROBERT F. FAGOT and ROBERT POKORNY
University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon

A bias'model of relative judgment was used to derive a ratio estimation (HE) power function,
and its effectiveness in providing estimates ofexponents free of the effects of standards was evalu
ated. The RE bias model was compared with the simple RE power function that ignores bias.
Results showed that when bias was not taken into account, estimates of exponents exhibited the
usual effects of standards observed in previous research. However, the introduction of bias
parameters into the RE power function virtually eliminated these effects. Exponents calculated
from "equal-range segments" (e.g., low stimulus range vs. high stimulus range) judged by mag
nitude estimation (ME) were examined: the effects of equal-range segments on exponents were
much stronger for ME than standards were for RE, using the bias model.
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The power function (S. S. Stevens, 1957), based on ra
tio scaling methods, appears to be firmly established as
a psychophysical law. Yet context effects on the expo
nent of the power function are ubiquitous-depending, for
example, on scaling method, range and spacing of stimuli,
standard and modulus, and sequence of stimuli (Poulton,
1968, 1979). In addition, there are numerous reports of
large individual differences in exponents for the same mo
dality (e.g., Marks & Cain, 1972; Marks & J. C. Stevens,
1966; J. C. Stevens & Guirao, 1964).

S. S. Stevens's concern with the effect of the standard
on the exponent led to his adoption of the "no-standard"
procedure (see S. S. Stevens, 1956, and 1975, p. 27).
Marks (1974b) also sees little reason to use a standard
in magnitude estimation experiments, and Cross (1982)
views "current practice" among psychophysicists as im
posing minimal constraints on the scaling task. This po
sition would be more convincing if magnitude estimation
without a standard were free of context effects, but such
is not the case. For example, range and sequence effects
are present for magnitude estimation with or without a
standard (Poulton, 1968, 1979). R. Teghtsoonian and M.
Teghtsoonian (1978) reported that, for both loudness and
distance judgments, intramodal range exerts a systematic
effect on the exponent, which results from magnitude es
timation without a standard; and Cross (1973) reported
sequential dependencies in magnitude estimation of loud
ness, without a standard or modulus.

It is argued by many investigators, including the present
authors, that an adequate theory of psychophysics must
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develop models that account for, rather than ignore or
average out, context effects. One example is the work of
Parducci (1982), who proposes a range-frequency theory
that describes well the effects of stimulus range, spacing,
and frequency for category ratings. R. Teghtsoonian
(1973) and R. Teghtsoonian and M. Teghtsoonian (1978)
propose a model utilizing stimulus and response ratios that
gives a good description of the effects of intramodal
stimulus-range variation, making it possible in theory to
isolate the exponent as an invariant, relative to the effects
of range variation.,

It is in this spirit that we propose in the present study
to use a model of relative judgment (Fagot, 1981), with
which we will attempt to account for the biasing effects
of standards, and from which a power function will be
derived. To the extent that the theory is correct, the ex
ponents of the derived power function should be relatively
free of the effects of standards.

For magnitude estimation (no standard) we shall exam
ine the effects of the disjoint "equal-range segment" used
to construct the power function-for example, the lower
half versus the upper half of the stimulus range. Many
studies of ratio estimation have reported on the effects
of standards on the exponent of the power function. The
purpose in introducing the equal-range condition is to ask
a similar question of magnitude estimation: does the esti
mation of the exponent that results from magnitude esti
mation depend on the location of the segment? Since the
segments are equal in range, the segment effect will not
be confounded with the well-studied stimulus range effect.

As a preliminary step, the fit of individual power func
tions will be assessed. Bias effects on exponents for each
method will be evaluated in terms of statistical tests, the
effect size (including that of the "subject effect"), and
the stability of exponents across conditions. The condi
tions for ratio estimation will be response type (fractional
or multiple judgments) and standards. The conditions for
magnitude estimation will be equal-range segments.
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THEORY

By magnitude estimation (ME), we mean a procedure
in which the stimuli are presented one at a time, and the
overt response is the subjective magnitude M. of some
stimulus a. For ratio estimation (RE), the stimuli are
presented two at a time, and the overt response R.b is the
"ratio" of the magnitude of stimulus a (the comparison
stimulus) to that of stimulus b (the standard).

The well-known power law states that sensation mag
nitude (if;) grows as a power function of physical magni
tude (S); i.e. if; = cS". Since if; is unobservable, a trans
formation (the judgment function, or the scaling model)
is required that relates if;to the overt response, from which
one may derive a power function expressed in terms of
overt response and physical magnitude S.

For magnitude estimation, there does not exist a scal
ing theory that identifies the required transformation, ex
cept for the simplistic notion that response (M) is propor
tional to if;(see Shepard, 1981). Hence, one either makes
this assumption or assumes outright that the overt response
is a power function of S; thus,

M = cS", (I)

son stimulus, and a.L is the bias for standard a when the
standard is smaller than the comparison stimulus. Equa
tion 4 is called the relative bias/directional standard
(RBDS) model. The RBDS model allows each standard
to have two biasing effects, depending on the location of
the standard relative to the comparison stimulus (see
Fagot, 1981, p. 183, for details). Considerable evidence
(Fagot, 1981) indicates that the RBDS model provides a
good account of the biasing effects of standards.

The RBDS power function is then:

s.; = abH(S./SbY
(a < b) (5)

s: = a.L(Sb/S.Y

Equation 5 requires estimates of the bias parameters
either prior estimates from the scaling experiments, or
the simultaneous estimation of the bias parameters and
the exponent in the construction of the power function.
But it is possible to use the axiom of the RBDS model
to derive an RBDS power function in which the bias
parameters do not appear, as shown below.

The axiom for the ratio estimation RBDS model is the
following ratio of ratios condition (Fagot, 1981):

where the ratios M./M b are formed from two independent

(a, b < Wi or a, b > Wi' for all i = 1,2, ... , n). (6)

The ratio of ratios condition constrains the stimuli so that
the two comparison stimuli (a,b) must both be either be
low or above each standard Wi (i.e., each ratio contains
two fractional or two multiple judgments).

Equation 5, together with the ratio of ratios condition,
entails the following simple expression for the RBDS
power function for comparison stimuli a and b, and stan
dards Wi:

(8)

(R.w,lRbw) = (S./SbY

(a, b < Wi or a, b > Wi' for all i = 1,2, ... , n). (7)

Equation 7 will be referred to simply as the RE power
function, and Equation 5 as the RE(BP) power function.
All three RE power functions (Equations 3,5, and 7) will
be evaluated.

Because of the constraints placed on the comparison
stimuli relative to the standards, the bias parameters in
Equation 5 cancel in Equation 7. The RBDS model,
through the constraints placed on Equation 7, attempts to
, 'remove" the effect of response bias on the exponent of
the power function. Equation 7 implies that the exponent
is invariant, relative to the effects of standards, based on
the ratio of ratios condition. 1

An alternative ME power function, derived from Equa
tion 1, is:

where M is taken as some average, usually the geometric
mean, of several overt responses of the magnitude of a
specific stimulus. That is the practice to be followed in
this paper, and Equation 1 is the form of the power func
tion that will be tested for magnitude estimation (an ad
ditive constant will not be needed because stimuli will not
be near threshold).

In the case of ratio estimation, it is usually assumed that
the overt response is a monotone function of sensory ra
tios, resulting in the judgment function R.b = g(if;.!if;b)'
If it is assumed that the subject is literally forming sub
jective ratios in accordance with instructions, then g be
comes the identity transformation, and we get

e; = if;.!if;b, (2)

called the classical (C) model by Fagot (1978). From
if; = cs: and (2), the C-model power function is

R.b = (S./SbY (3)

(Baird & Noma, 1978; Fagot, 1982). Note that the mul
tiplicative constant, c, cancels, and Equation 3 contains
only one unknown, the exponent r. We shall refer to Equa
tion 3 as the RE(C) power function.

Fagot (1981) proposed the following judgment func
tion in an attempt to deal with the biasing effects of
standards:

(a< b) (4)
Ri; = a.L(if;b!if;.)

where the first subscript on R denotes the comparison
stimulus and the second the standard. abH is the bias for
standard b when the standard is larger than the compari-
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The three repeated observations of Yin (I) and the two repeated
observations of Yin (2) contribute to the error mean square (within
axiom variance) for testing lack of fit to the RE power function.

Regression Analysis
For each of the power functions, ordinary least squares (OLS)

procedures provided estimates of the exponents and tests of devia
tions from individual power functions.

For ratio estimation, there were nine comparison stimuli and three
standards (SJ, S., S7) selected from the comparison stimuli, for a
total of 24 R•• and R•• estimates, with five replications of each.
The geometric mean of the five observations was used as the esti
mate of R••.

The log-log form of Equation 3 provided estimates of exponents
and tests of the RE(C) power function. The error term for the F
test was the within-mean square, based on five estimates of each
of the 24 R•• estimates.

The ratio of ratios condition (Equation 6) incorporated into the
RE power function (Equation 7) provided a means of testing rela
tive to scale precision, or more specifically, relative to the neces
sary condition of the RBDS model. Equation 7 entails that for each
fixed S.lS., there will be two or three equal R•.JR••. For example,
(I) In(RIJIRlJ) = In(R is /R..) = In(R.7/R, 7 ) = r In(S,/S,), and
(2) In(R.. /R,,) = In(R. 7/RJ7) = rln(S,/SJ),andexpressedincom
pact form as the regression of Y on X:

instructed to grasp the plastic cup with the thumb. pointer and index
fingers, and to pull it straight up, keeping the elbow on the desk
while lifting the entire forearm. They were allowed to lift the weight
as many times as necessary before verbally reporting the weight's
heaviness. The nine weights were presented in six different ran
dom orders. The first estimate of each weight was considered a
practice trial.

The subjects then participated in ratio estimation. A standard
weight, with an assigned value of 100, and a comparison weight
were presented on each trial. The subjects reported the heaviness
of the comparison weight relative to that of the standard, given the
usual instructions. For example, they were told that "if the stimu
lus feels twice as heavy, report 200, and if it feels one-fourth as
heavy, report 25." They were instructed to grasp the weight as
described for magnitude estimation. The standard weight had to
be lifted first, and the comparison had to be the last weight lifted
before a response; otherwise, the subjects could lift the weights in
any sequence. Each standard was paired with the other eight stimuli
in six different random orders for a total of 48 estimates; the first
estimate of each standard-comparison pairing was considered
practice.

Judged loudness. The loudness judgment experimental session
was identical to the heaviness session in (I) levels of stimuli, and
(2) order of methods.

On magnitude estimation trials, the experimenter warned the sub
ject of signal onset about I sec before the signal was presented.
The subject either reported a number that was proportional to the
loudness of the sound or asked for the sound to be repeated. As
in heaviness estimation, nine stimulus levels were presented in six
different random orders; the initial estimate of each stimulus level
was considered practice. No standard or modulus was assigned.

For ratio estimation, the standard signal, called 100, was presented
first, followed after a l-sec interval by the comparison signal. The
subjects were instructed to report the loudness of the second sig
nal. Instructions were the sameas those for heaviness. If the sub
ject requested, the sequence of two tones was repeated. Each stan
dard was paired with the other eight stimuli in six different random
orders for a total of 48 estimates with each standard; the first
comparison-standard pairing was considered practice.

magnitude estimates. The multiplicative constant C (scale
factor) in Equation I vanishes in Equation 8, resulting in
an ME power function with only the exponent to estimate,
as in the case of RE. Equation 8 will be useful in com
paring ME and RE.

METHOD

Twelve subjects performed a loudness and a heaviness estima
tion task, completing them in two 1.75-h sessions, I week apart.
Six of the subjects judged loudness first and heaviness second; the
order was reversed for the other 6.

The loudness and heaviness sessions were similar. Both sessions
began with magnitude estimation, using nine stimulus levels. The
equal-range segments used in data analysis were defined by the ex
perimenter but not presented as such to the subject. All nine stimuli
were presented in six different random orders, for each of the mo
dalities. No standard or modulus was assigned.

The ratio estimation procedure used the third, fifth, and seventh
stimulus levels as standards, and trials were blocked by standard.
The order of standard for the ratio estimation trials was either 5,
7,3, for 6 subjects, or 5,3, 7, for the other 6; the same order of
standards was used for the two modalities. The order of modality
was counterbalanced within each order of standards. All nine stimuli
were presented, relative to each standard, in six different random
orders.

For both procedures, each estimate was made six times, and the
initial estimate for each stimulus was treated as a practice trial.

Subjects
The subjects were students from the University of Oregon and

nonstudents from the community. They were all right-handed and
had no prior experience making psychophysical judgments. They
were paid $3 per hour.

Apparatus and Stimuli
Heaviness. A classroom chair with an extended right arm and

an attached plywood board formed a 50 x 60 cm desktop, in which
two holes were drilled l3 em and 22 ern away from the right edge,
and 1.5 cm from the far edge (relative to the subject). Through each
hole, a nylon fishing line connected an inverted plastic cup above
to weights below the desktop. The cup was 2 em high, 1.5 em wide
at its base, and I ern wide at its top. The weights were plastic con
tainers filled to the correct weight with lead shot and attached to
the fishing line with hooks. The containers were concealed from
the subjects' view. The experimenter sat on the floor in front of
the subject in order to hang the appropriate weights on the fishing
lines. Nine weights, ranging from 75 to 500 gin equal logarithmic
steps, were used.

Loudness. The subjects listened to auditory signals presented
dichotically through Koss 70 headphones and generated by a Grason
Stadler 950-C signal oscillator (IOOO-Hz tone). Stimulus duration
was controlled by Hunter timers. The experimenter sat in a room
adjacent to the subject's room, with the door slightly ajar to allow
for easy communication. The experimenter initiated signal presen
tation by pressing a start key to activate the timers, and monitored
the output of the signal generator with a Heathkit multi meter. The
nine signals were separated by 6-dB steps. The least intense sound
was set to be 30 dB above the average absolute threshold of 4 pilot
subjects. Thus, the signals ranged from 30 to 78 dB above threshold.
All signal durations were I sec; the interstimulus interval between
the ratio estimation signals was I sec.

Procedure
Heaviness. The subjects began the heaviness session with free

modulus magnitude estimation. The subjects assigned a number
proportional to the perceived heaviness of each weight. They were

(I) Ylli = r Xu

(2) YIJi = r XIJ

(i = 3,5,7)

(i = 5,7)
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Hence, the lack of fit will measure deviations from the power func
tion relative to deviations from the scaling function. Thus, a scale
with high precision (small within-axiom variance) will provide a
more powerful test of lack of fit. The constraints of Equation 7
reduced the total set of 24 (a,b) pairs to 15. Thirteen of the (a,b)
pairs had two repeated observations, and two of the pairs had three.

For magnitude estimation, each subject made five independent
estimates M. of each of nine stimuli. From Equation I, the regres
sion of InM on InS, by OLS, provided a test of the fit of the ME
power function. The error term for the F test is the within-mean
square based on five estimates of each of the nine stimuli (separately
for each subject).

The final regression analysis is based on Equation 8, wherein the
regression of In(M./M.) on In(S.lS.), via OLS, provided an esti
mate of the exponent m and a measure of fit R2

• The utility of Equa
tion 8 is its use of the same regressor variable as in Equation 7 for
RE, [with the (a,b) pairs determined by the constraints imposed
by Equation 7], essential for the comparability of exponent and R2
values. Equation 8 cannot be used to test for lack of fit to the ME
power function since there is no mean square within. Hence the
test of lack of fit to the ME power function will bebased on Equa
tion I, and the estimated exponents and R' measures on Equation 8.
R2 is the proportion of variation in log response accounted for by
linear regression (i.e., the power function). Specifically, R2
SS(reg)/[SS(reg) + SS(dev)].

RESULTS

Results are organized under two comparisons: (1) the
RE power function (Equation 7) with the ME power func
tion (Equations 1 and 8); and (2) the RE power function
with and without bias parameters (Equations 5 and 3,
respectively). Analysis is made of (1) exponent estimates
and goodness-of-fit tests, (2) bias and subject effects, and
(3) stability of exponents. Separate regression analyses
were carried out for each of the subsets of stimuli defin
ing the conditions for RE (standards, response types) and
ME (equal-range segments).

Regression analyses were carried out for each power
function (Equations 1, 3, 5, 7, and 8), each modality
(loudness, heaviness), and each of the 12 subjects.

The RE Power Function (Equation 4)
Compared with the ME Power Function
(Equations 1 and 8)

Exponent estimates and goedness-of-flt tests. Table 1
shows estimates of exponents, R2, and the results ofF tests
of lack of fit to each power function. The last two rows
show mean exponents for each method and modality, as
well as the standard deviation of each set of individual
exponents. RE and ME appear to provide good fits to a
power function. For RE, only 1 subject showed signifi
cant lack of fit for heaviness, and 3 for loudness. For ME,
2 subjects showed significant lack of fit for heaviness, and
3 for loudness.

The loudness exponents in Table 1 are all below I, as
expected, and the means for ME and RE are quite close.
However, the exponents are lower than the 0.6 values
commonly found for sound pressure. The exponents for
heaviness differ in two important respects. First, the mean
exponent for RE (1.35) is significantly higher than for
ME (1.02): [t(l1) = 3.07,p < .025]. Ten of 12 subjects
had higher exponents for RE. Second, all but one of the
subjects for RE had an exponent greater than 1, whereas
for ME only 5 of the 12 subjects had exponents above 1.

R2 values indicate that the RE power functions are bet
ter fits than those for ME. For heaviness, mean R2 is ap
preciably higher for RE (.94 vs..83), and 11 of 12 sub
jects showed higher R2 for RE. There is not as much
difference in R2 values between RE and ME for loudness,
although the mean R2 is higher for RE, and 9 of 12 sub
jects show higher R2 for RE.

Bias and subject effects. The effect of bias and sub
ject on exponents for both RE and ME are evaluated in
terms of statistical significance, effect size (ES) as mea
sured by w2 , and stability of exponents across conditions.
The conditions for RE are (AI) responsetypes: fractional
judgments (comparison stimulus below standard) and mul
tiple judgments (comparison stimulus above standard), and
(A2) standards. For ME two disjoint equal-range segment

Table 1
Exponent Estimates and Tests of Fit of Power Functions

Loudness Heaviness

RE ME RE ME

Subject F:j: r R'R F§ m R'M F:j: r R2
R F§ m R2 M

D.A. 1.53 .54 .93 3.8lt .51 .83 0.16 1.19 .99 1.54 .63 .72
C.F. 1.82 .36 .90 1.81 .37 .88 1.03 1.08 .93 0.92 .68 .95
C.L. 2.66* .26 .86 4.12t .38 .84 0.89 1.71 .85 1.08 .80 .80
C.W. 1.67 .63 .95 1.09 .50 .96 0.80 2.41 .95 1.57 1.75 .84
E.E. 0.98 .46 .96 2.43* .38 .83 1.02 0.87 .94 1.11 .55 .87
J.F. 1.95 .40 .94 1.25 .48 .94 0.91 1.54 .99 1.78 .89 .84
J.M. 2.44* .50 .86 0.48 .54 .91 0.73 1.42 .94 0.62 1.08 .88
M.N. 0.40 .37 .98 0.36 .42 .97 0.69 1.11 .% 2.34* 1.63 .80
M.S. 0.51 .39 .% 0.86 .39 .94 1.20 1.48 .94 1.41 1.23 .88
N.N. 0.67 .25 .92 0.50 .34 .92 1.09 1.01 .88 2.83* .89 .76
R.R. 2.97* .38 .89 1.82 .52 .79 4.69t 1.37 .94 0.62 1.45 .77
T.R. 0.91 .33 .95 1.93 .26 .85 2.22 1.03 .93 0.37 .62 .85

M .41 .92 .42 .89 1.35 .94 1.02 .83
SD .11 .08 .42 .41

Note-R2
R is based on Equation 7, and R2M is based on Equation 8. RE = ratio estimation, ME = magnitudeestimation.

*p < .05 :j:df = 14,17 (Regression model: Y = fjX).
tp < .01 §df = 7,36 (Regression model: Y = fjX + a)



conditions were defined': (Bl) low (Stimuli 1-4) and high
(Stimuli 6-9); and (B2) low (1-3), medium (4-6), and
high (7-9).

All exponents were estimated by OLS separately for
each condition, using the log-log form of Equation 7 for
RE and the log-log form of Equation 8 for ME. Note that
Equation 8 uses the same regressor variable as Equation 7
(In S./Sb)' Thus, while for ME there are no true fractional
or multiple judgments (since stimuli are judged one at a
time), we define comparable response types, namely frac
tional ratios M./Mb, and multiple ratios Mb/M.(a < b).
This means that response type and equal-range segment
condition Bl are based on the same six (a,b) pairs. In ad
dition, by using only Standard 5 to estimate exponents for
response type, the number of observations for each data
point was equalized for RE and ME. Hence on the basis
of Equation 7 for RE and Equation 8 for ME, the esti
mation of exponents for response type and equal-segment
condition Bl was strictly comparable, since six data points
with five observations for each data point were used in
both cases, with the same levels on the regressor vari
able. In addition, the dependent variable had the same
form for both methods, namely a ratio of responses.
Although standards (A2) and equal-range segment con
dition B2 both consist of three levels, A2 and B2 are not
directly comparable since the exponents for A2 are based
on eight data points, whereas the exponents for B2 are
based on only three data points.

All subject and bias effects were evaluated by means
of subject x condition repeated-measures designs. The
effect size was estimated by w2 for one-factor repeated
measures designs assuming an additive model (cf. Dodd
& Schultz, 1973; Susskind & Howland, 1980).
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Table 2 (A1) shows that for RE, exponents were higher
for multiple than fractional judgments for both loudness
and heaviness, a difference consistent with research
reported elsewhere (Poulton, 1968). However, not all sub
jects showed this trend (7 of 12 for loudness, 9 of 12 for
heaviness), and the difference was not significant for either
loudness or heaviness. The effect of standards (A2) also
was not significant for either loudness or heaviness,
although previous reports (Beck & Shaw, 1961, 1965;
Hellman & Zwislocki, 1961; S. S. Stevens, 1956; J. C.
Stevens & Tulving, 1957) indicate that the exponents tend
to be higher for the middle than for the two extreme stan
dards. In sum, no bias effects were significant for RE.
For ME, the effect of equal-range segments was signifi
cant for heaviness (Bl) and for loudness (B2), but not in
the other two cases. Ten of 12 subjects showed the mean
trend for loudness in condition B2 [exp(H) highest].

Two estimates of ES are given in Table 2, for both bias
condition (ESc) and subjects (ESS)3. The first entry in the
appropriate cell of the table gives ES as a proportion of
total variance, and the entry in parentheses following gives
partial ES. The most striking results in Table 2 are the
estimates of ES as a proportion of total variability. The
estimates of ESc are near zero even in those cases of
statistical significance, except in the case of ME of loud
ness (B2). On the other hand, the estimates of ES for sub
jects is quite high for RE, but appreciably lower for ME.
The results are clearer for RE: subjects account for an
average of about two thirds of the variability in exponents,
but bias condition for practically none (mean = .03). The
contrast between subject and bias effect is not so strong
for ME, although for three of the four cases the ESc is,
as for RE, very low (mean = .11), with subjects account-

Table 2
Effects of Bias on Ratio Estimation and Magnitude Estimation Exponents

A. Ratio Estimation B. Magnitude Estimation

LOUD HEAV LOUD HEAV

AI. Response Type:
Fractional (F) and Multiple (M)

exp(F)
exp(M)
Fe(l,l1)
Fs(l1 ,11)
ESe
ESs

0.43
0.46
0.40
3.30*
0.00 (0.00)
0.54 (0.54)

1.25
1.49
1.96
2.56
0.02 (0.04)
0.43 (0.44)

exp(L)
exp(H)
Fe(l,l1)
Fs(l1 ,11)
ESe
ESs

BI. Equal-Range Segment:
Low (1-4) and High (6-9)

0.40 1.15
0.47 0.83
1.75 5.36*
0.78 3.08*
0.03 (0.03) 0.08 (0.15)
0.00 (0.00) 0.47 (0.51)

B2. Equal-Range Segment:
A2. Standards (3, 5, 7) Low (1-3), Medium (4-6), High (7-9)

exp(3) 0.37 1.44 exp(L) 0.38 0.98
exp(5) 0.44 1.37 exp(M) 0.35 1.20
exp(7) 0.39 1.23 exp(H) 0.57 0.82
Fe(2,22) 3.45* 3.08 Fe(2,22) 12.01t 1.73
Fs(lI,22) 7.45t II.64t Fs(l1 ,22) 2.70* 2.26*
ESe 0.04 (0.12) 0.02 (0.10) ESe 0.28 (0.38) 0.03 (0.04)
ESs 0.65 (0.68) 0.76 (0.78) ESs 0.26 (0.36) 0.29 (0.29)

Note-exp = mean exponent; ES = effect size estimated by ",2. Subscripts on F and ES are: c = bias condition,
S = subjects. Figures in parentheses after ES entries are partial ES. 4 *Degrees of freedom adjusted to I and 14 due
to violations of equal covariance assumption: p > .05 (see Myers, 1979, pp. 173-174). *p < .05. tp < .001.
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ing for an average of 38% of the variability in exponents
for heaviness, but only 13% for loudness."

Stability of exponents. Both the Pearson r and the
coefficient of identity e' are used in our analysis to evalu
ate the stability of the exponent. 5 Although r is not sensi
tive to linear context bias (e.g., an increase in exponent
due to standard that affects all subjects equally), its statisti
cal significance can be assessed and its wide use allows
comparison with other studies. The coefficient e' (pro
posed by Zegers, 1986; based on Zegers and ten Berge,
1985) assesses the extent to which individual exponents
are the same in both conditions; e' is sensitive to any
change induced by bias and is always less than or equal
to r. However, no statistical test is available for e'. Ta
ble 3 presents e' and r for within modalities and r for be
tween modalities.

Table 3 shows that the stability of exponents for bias
condition is much greater for RE than for ME, except for
heaviness in Conditions C1 and D1, where the correla
tions are about equal. The stability of exponents across
standards (C2) is uniformly high. The correlations for
loudness in Conditions Cl and Dl are particularly damag
ing for ME, but the correlations for Segment Condition
D2, although very low, should be interpreted cautiously
due to the small number of data points. Overall, all corre
lation coefficients (r) were significant for RE, but only
three of eight were for ME. In general, the correlations
for ME are surprisingly low.

It has been pointed out that, for our design, ME always
preceded RE. The justification for omitting the reverse

order must be viewed in the context of recent work on
the formulation of the psychophysical function in terms
of stimulus and response ratios. R. Teghtsoonian (1973)
and R. Teghtsoonian and M. Teghtsoonian (1978), for
example, use just such a modification of S. S. Stevens's
law to describe the intramodal range effect. Krantz (1972)
presented two kinds of ratio scaling theory: mapping the
ory, based on the traditional view that subjects' judgments
are mediated by sensation, and relation theory, based on
a proposal by Shepard (1981) that subjects' judgments are
mediatedby perceived relations relative to pairs of stimuli.
Mapping theory implies that stimuli are mapped into the
subjective domain one at a time, whereas relation theory
proposes that stimuli are mapped into the subjective do
main in pairs, evoking a sensation ratio. Contrasting the
two approaches requires that a clear distinction be made
to the subject between single stimulus presentation (ME)
and pair presentation (RE). But preceding ME with RE
may have encouraged the subjects to judge a stimulus rela
tive to the preceding stimulus, and possibly resulted in
a mapping of stimuli in pairs, rather than one at a time,
for ME.

Nevertheless, it might be argued that the less favorable
results for ME may have been due to less familiarity with
the stimulus distribution. We have examined three lines
of indirect evidence that discount the order effect as a
major contributor to the poorer results for ME.

Ifamount ofexperience with the distribution of stimuli
was a major factor in the ME results, then this should
be demonstrated in a comparison of early and late obser-

Table 3
Stability of Exponents

B. Between Modalities (Loudness and Heaviness)

02. Equal-Range Segment:
Low (1-3), Medium (4-6), High (7-9)

LOUD HEAV
(L,M):

RE: r = .47
ME: r = .48

HEAV

.57*

.41

r .20 -.03
e' .17 -.03

(L,H):
r .34 .15
e' .14 .14

(M,H):
r .58* .60*
e' .28 .47

*p < .05. tp < .01. *p < .001.

D. Magnitude Estimation

01. Equal-Range Segment:
Low (1-4), High (6-9)

LOUD

r -.15
e' -.10

A. Between Methods (RE and ME)

LOUD HEAV

r .66t .59*
e' .63 .44

C. Ratio Estimation

CI. Fractions and Multiples

LOUD HEAV

r .54* .54*
e' .51 .40

C2. Standards (3, 5, 7)

LOUD HEAV
(3,5):

r .62* .69t
e' .51 .68

(3,7):
r .54* .79t
e' .53 .70

(5,7):
r .88* .89*
e' .79 .83

Note-r and e' based on N =12 subjects. e' = coefficient of identity. S

(df = 10, one-tail t test)



vations. To test this, the first two observations (T,) were
compared with the last two (T2)' Three comparisons were
made between T, and T2. If experience was a major fac
tor, then, first, the correlation between low and high seg
ments (D I, Table 3) ought to have been higher for T2 (this
result was not found); second, reliability (correlation be
tween T, and T2 ) ought to have been relatively low; and
third, error sum of squares (SSw) ought to have been
higher for T,. I~ fact reliability coefficients were rela
tively high, and SSw was not higher for T,.

We interpret these results as showing that the dominant
influence operating for ME is the systematic influence of
equal-range segments, not pure "unreliability," and fur
ther, that the indirect evidence does not support the
hypothesis that less familiarity with the stimulus distri
bution was responsible for the poorer results for ME.

Comparison of the RE(C) and RE(BP) Models
If the favorable results for RE in Tables 1-3 are to be

attributed specifically to the bias form of the RE model,
then the case would be strengthened if the bias model can
be shown to be superior to the no-bias RE model-that
is, the RE(C) model (Equation 3). This analysis follows.

All exponents for the RE(C) model were estimated by
OLS, separately for each condition, using the log-log form
of Equation 3. To assess the success of the bias model
in reducing the effect of standards and response type on
exponents, the bias parameters were introduced explicitly
into the power function by using the log-log form of Equa
tion 5, separately for each condition. The utility ofEqua
tion 5 is its use of the same dependent variable (In Rab)
and regressor variable (In SalSb) as that used in the RE(C)
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model (Equation 3). This provides a direct comparison
of the bias and no-bias models using thesame (X,Y)values
in the regression equation.

The bias parameters (o.) were estimated from the for
mula a. = RaxR.blRab (see Fagot, 1981). There are six
bias parameters (a3L, a3H, asL, asH, a7L, a7H), but note
that the bias parameters are estimated directly from the
observed Rabprior to the construction ofthe power func
tion. Thus the bias parameters are not estimated jointly
with the exponent via the regression equation with the aim
of minimizing errors in the fit to the power function, but
rather they appear as known constants in the regression
of In Rab on In(SalSb)'

Goodness-of-fit tests for RE(C) model. F tests of
goodness-of-fit to the RE(C) model showed that all sub
jects for both loudness and heaviness had significant lack
of fit to Equation 3. Results were particularly poor for
loudness: for all 12 subjects, the F test was significant
at the .001 level. For heaviness, the results were not much
better, with 8 of the 12 subjects showing significant lack
of fit at the .001 level, I at the .01 level, and 3 at the
.05 level. These results for the RE(C) modelare in marked
contrast to the favorable results for both RE and ME (Ta
ble I), and supports the utility of the RE bias model.

Mean exponents, effect size, and stability of expo
nents. The results of the comparison between the RE(C)
and RE(BP) models with respect to mean exponents, ef
fect size, and stability of exponents, are presented in
Table 4.

Table 4B shows that all bias effects were highly sig
nificant for the RE(C) model, and none of the bias ef
fects was significant for the RE(BP) model. As expected,

Table 4
Comparison of RE(C) and RE(BP) Models: Mean Exponents, Effect Size, and Stability of Exponents

Loudness Heaviness

RE(C) RE(BP) RE(C) RE(BP)

A. Mean Exponents

Response F .29 .38 1.49 1.46
Type: M .41 .35 1.21 1.47

Standards: 3 .26 .35 1.41 1.45
5 .42 .38 1.44 1.47
7 .39 .37 1.24 1.48

B. Effect Size

Response Fe 16.77t 1.43 17.67t 0.10
Type: Fs 3.07* 4.41* 14.30t 38.17t

ESe .24 (.40) .01 (.02) .08 (.41) .00 (0)
ESs .38 (.51) .53 (.63) .80 (.87) .93 (.96)

Standards: Fe 29.84t 0.73 5.38* 0.33
Fs 9.96t II.90t 25.25t 75.08t
ESe .29 (.62) .00 (0) .03 (.20) .00 (0)
ESs .53 (.75) .79 (.79) .87 (.89) .96 (.96)

C. Stability of Exponents (e')

F,M .30 .61 .72 .95
3,5 .30 .71 .95 .98
3,7 .31 .77 .82 .94
5,7 .79 .82 .75 .96

*p < .025. tp < .001.
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all subject effects were significant, but less so for
loudness.

Table 4A shows that exponents for RE(BP) were re
markably consistent across conditions. For the RE(C)
model, however, directional trends in exponents were
mostly consistent with prior research: for both loudness
and heaviness, the exponent for the middle standard was
higher; for loudness, multiple judgments resulted in the
higher exponent. These trends were observed for most
of the subjects. However, for heaviness, the RE(C) ex
ponent was higher for fractional judgments.

Results on the stability of exponents are presented in
Table 4C. In all cases the correlations are elevated by use
of the RE(BP) model, more so in the case of loudness.
The heaviness correlations for the RE(C) model are sur
prisingly high, reflecting the weaker bias effect for heavi
ness compared to loudness." This result is consistent with
the weaker effect sizes for heaviness reported in Table 4B.
Nevertheless, the RE(BP) model does about as much bet
ter as can be expected considering the base-rate phenome
non, with all correlations above .90.

Table 4B also shows that effect size for the RE(C)
model was substantial for loudness, with partial ESc reach
ing 40% for response type, and 62 % for standards. Ef
fect size was smaller for heaviness, but still large (partial
ESc of 41 % for response type and 20% for standards).
On the other hand, for the RE(BP) model, even the par
tial ESc values were zero. It is clear that the bias model
(Equation 5) has eliminated the effect of standards and
response type observed when bias is not taken into
account.

With respect to the discussion in the previous section
on differences in familiarity with the stimulus distribu
tion, the very poor results for the RE(C) model suggest
very strongly that it is the introduction of bias parameters
into the RE power function that accounts for the more
favorable results for RE (compared to ME), not greater
familiarity with the stimulus distribution, since the results
for the RE(C) model-not taking account of bias-were
much worse than for ME in goodness-of-fit and effect size.

DISCUSSION

To put our results in perspective, we have extended the
analyses of previous studies on the effect of standards by
estimating the effect size and interpreting the bias effect
in light of subject effects and the stability of exponents
between levels ofthe independent variable. By so doing,
we are able to conclude from Tables 2 and 3 that the RE
power function (Equation 7), derived from the ratio of
ratios condition (Equation 6), provides estimates of ex
ponents that are relatively uninfluenced by the effects of
standards: effect size is very low in all cases, and the
correlations of exponents between conditions is relatively
high. The effect of subjects for RE is powerful, however,
accounting for about two thirds of the variability in ex
ponents. The fact that for RE the coefficient of identity
is mostly only slightly below Pearson r signifies that the

high correlations are not hiding some linear change in con
text, and that the e' values measure the degree to which
the exponents are identical, relative to changes in context.

The results in Tables 2 and 3 also suggest that the ef
fects of equal-range segments on estimation of exponents
resulting from ME are much more serious than the ef
fects of response type and standards are for RE. Although
the ES values for ME are also low, bias condition is sig
nificant in two of the four cases for ME, and in none of
the cases for RE (Table 2). Furthermore, the correlations
between exponents for ME are quite low relative to those
for RE, except for heaviness under Conditions CI and
D1 (Table 3). On the other hand, the subject effect is
much smaller for ME.

The comparisons of the RE(C) and RE(BP) models (Ta
ble 4) show that when bias is ignored, estimates of expo
nents based on RE show strong directional trends consis
tent with previous research, but the introduction of bias
parameters virtually eliminates systematic influences of
standards and response type on the exponents.

Two studies on the stability of exponents are of partic
ular interest in relation to our findings, those of Logue
(1976) and M. Teghtsoonian and R. Teghtsoonian (1983).
Logue reported that for ME of loudness, the correlation
between subjects' exponents after an l l-week delay was
.59 and statistically significant. Teghtsoonian and Teght
soonian also found that ME of loudness yielded signifi
cant correlations, in this case after a delay of I week.

Whereas these two studies reported reliable correlations
for ME of loudness after long delays, we see from Ta
ble 3 that the loudness correlations between equal-range
segments for ME were mostly unreliable. Still, it is not
safe to conclude that exponents for ME of loudness are
more unstable between equal-range segments than be
tween sessions with fairly long temporal separation (but
within context), since the number of stimuli on which the
exponent estimates are based are much smaller for the
segment conditions.

M. Teghtsoonian and R. Teghtsoonian (1983) also
reported that the correlation between individual exponents
for loudness obtained in successive judgment sessions was
not reliable when a standard was used and the modulus
was changed. This result appears to be inconsistent with
the positive results obtained for RE in the present study
(Tables 3C and 4C). The critical difference between the
two cases is that in the present study, we used power func
tions (Equations 5 and 7) that were constructed to "re
move" the biasing effects of standards from the estima
tion of the exponents. To the extent that the model is a
good approximation, the ES values for bias condition
should be low, which they are (Tables 2A and 4B), and
the correlations of exponents for bias condition should be,
and are, relatively high (Tables 3C and 4C). The Teght
soonian and Teghtsoonian procedure for estimating ex
ponents, however, allowed (intentionally) the biasing ef
fect of moduli to affect the magnitude of the exponents.
Hence the results are not inconsistent, since different
power functions were used in the two cases. Rather, since



Teghtsoonian and Teghtsoonian found that the bias in
duced by a change of modulus within the same session
reduced the correlation to a nonsignificant level, we may
take the two results conjointly as indicating support of the
effectiveness of Equations 5 and 7 in providing bias-free
estimates of the exponents. Whether exponents estimated
from Equations 5 and 7 are stable over time remains to
be seen.

The stability of exponents has also been studied between
modalities. Positive correlations have been found among
individual exponents from different continua (Ekman,
Hosman, Lindman, Ljungberg, & Akesson, 1968; Jones
& Marcus, 1961; Rule, 1966), and it has been suggested
that individual differences in the use of numbers could
be responsible for these correlations (see Baird & Noma,
1978, p. 102; Rule & Markley, 1971). For the present
data, the Pearson r was computed between loudness and
heaviness for RE and ME, but neither of the coefficients
was significantlydifferent from zero (Table 3B, p > .05).
However, the size of the correlations are comparable to
those found in earlier studies, and given the small N, we
do not view this result as a failure to replicate the finding
on the salience of response factors.

Although we interpret our data as generally supportive
of the bias form of the RE power function, applied to ra
tio judgments, the generality of the power function is seri
ously in question. Numerous studies point to the wide sub
ject variability in exponents for a single modality, and the
exponents vary widely under a variety of experimental
conditions (Poulton, 1968). Birnbaum and Elmasian
(1977) concluded that, even under the assumption of a
ratio model, their loudness data were incompatible with
a power function, a conclusion reached also by Schneider,
Parker, Farrell, and Kanow (1976). Whether the bias
model given by Equation 5 could account for their data
is an open question.

An alternative approach to complicating the simple
"quantitative" power function through, for example, the
introduction of bias parameters, is to focus on "qualita
tive" psychophysical laws. This approach is consistent
with that of Birnbaum and associates (see Birnbaum, 1982)
and of Schneider and associates (Schneider et al., 1976;
Schneider, Parker, & Stein, 1974) who reached strong
conclusions based on ordinal data.

More recently, Adams and Fagot (1987) have formu
lated and tested qualitative laws such as monotonicity and
convexity (that psychophysical functions are upwardly or
downwardly convex). Adams and Fagot also propose a
study of "psychophysical invariants": given the lack of
strict invariance of the exponent of the power function,
one should search for those properties of a psychophysi
cal function that are invariant. For example, it appears
that in some cases, the direction of convexity is invari
ant. Thus Marks (1974a) reported exponents for loudness
based on 40 studies, using 13 different scaling methods,
and in each of the studies the direction of convexity was
downward, although the exponents varied widely from
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0.13 to 0.85. The direction of convexity also appears to
be invariant downward across subjects for brightness
(Marks & J. C. Stevens, 1966); and invariant upwards
for handgrip (1. C. Stevens & Mack, 1959), muscular ef
fort (Bernyer, 1962), and saltness and sweetness (Ekman
& Akesson, 1965). Presumably simpler sensory-neural
models would be sufficient to explain such weaker invar
iances. Such qualitative approaches should be intended
to complement, not replace, quantitative models.
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NOTES

I. The derivation of scales in which parameters cancel may also be
accomplished by "mixed-modality scaling" (see Ward, 1986).

2. As described under Method, the subjects did not complete blocks
of ME trials for successive equal-range segments, but were presented
with the entire set of nine stimuli in each block of trials. Hence equal
range segment does not constitute a "context" in the sense that stan
dards do for RE. Nevertheless, if the ME power function hypothesis
is correct, then the exponents should be invariant relative to the loca
tion of the equal-range segment (e.g., low VS. high subsets of stimuli),
for either method of presentation. But because of this difference, we
shall use the more neutral term condition instead of "context," and bias
effects instead of "context effects," for both RE and ME.

3. If additivity is not satisfied, the estimates of ES in Table 2 will
be overestimates. Applying theTukey single dftest for additivity, nonad
ditivity was significant only in the case of ME/loud (B2) (p < .025).
Assuming nonadditivity, ESc for ME/loud (B2) was reduced from .28
to .24, the maximum reduction for the balance of the cases was .02,
and the mean reduction for all eight cases was .01.

4. One argument made against estimating ESc for the fixed effect on
the basis of total variability in a repeated measures design is that the
large subject variability overwhelms the fixed effect variability. This
argument has been extended to other multifactor designs as well, for
which reason a number of authors advocate' 'partial" ES measures (Co
hen, 1973; Keppel, 1982), defined as the variability due to an effect
A as a proportion of the variability due to A plus error variability (i.e.,
"partialling out" all other nonerror sources of variability). This means
that the partial ECe estimates the proportion of within-subject variabil
ity accounted for by bias condition, and the partial ECs estimates the
proportion of between-subject variability accounted for by subjects.

Table 2 shows the partial ES values in parentheses following the ES
valuesbased on tota1 variability. For example, A2 indicates that for REH,
2% of the total variability, but 10% of the within-subject variability,
is accounted for by standards. The differences are not great: for RE,
ESc increases from a mean of .02 based on total variability to .07 for
within-subject variability; and for ME, from .11 to .15.

5. The Zegers (1986) coefficient of identity (corrected for chance) is

2(EXY - (I/N)EX EY)
e' =

EX' + EY' - 2(1IN)EX EY

6. We note that the heaviness correlations are actually higher than
those reported for RE in Table 3. Our only explanation for this lies in
reliability differences: the dependent variable for the RE(C) regression
is Y = In R~ and for RE (Equation 7) it is Y = InR~ - InR... So
presumably, the difference is due to the greater unreliability of differ
ence scores.
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